PFI’s combination hopper/feeder is fully customizable giving complete flexibility to your operation. Whether you are cross feeding or direct scale feeding, we can design and manufacture exactly what you need.

**DESIGN FEATURES**

- Customizable storage capacity, infeed dimensions, slope angles and surface finish
- Optional infeed screens/grates for clump separation
- Optional loading shelf for improved ergonomics
- Sanitary stainless steel construction on all product contact surfaces
- Construction from smooth or rigidized materials such as 6WL or 7DL
- Customizable feeder widths
- Feeder options for covers, screens and specialized discharge shapes for cross feeding or direct scale feeding
- Auto and manual controls with local speed control knob
- Local on/off switch with speed control knob
- Remote mounted controller for integration to customer control cabinet
COMBINATION HOPPER/FEEDER

The Accu-Flow™ Hopper/Feeder combines the precision of PFI’s proven EDF Series feeders with low level surge storage capacity. These units are ideal for food, chemical and pharmaceutical applications where surge capacity is required.

**DESIGN FEATURES**

- SANITARY STAINLESS STEEL DESIGN
- ROUND, POLISHED TUBULAR FRAME WITH MINIMAL FLAT AREAS
- BATCH OR CONTINUOUS WEIGHT CONTROL AS GAIN OR LOSS-IN-WEIGHT
- LOSS-IN-WEIGHT OPTION FOR AUTOMATIC REFILLING AND NON-STOP PRODUCTION
- MICROPROCESSOR WEIGHT CONTROLLER TECHNOLOGY WITH VIBRATION SIGNAL ELIMINATION FOR ACCURATE WEIGHING
- EASILY REMOVEABLE HOPPER WITH OPTIONAL SLIDE GATE CUT-OFF FOR EASY PRODUCT CHANGEOVERS
- STAND ALONE OR PART OF A FULLY INTEGRATED SYSTEM WITH CONTROLS